You can read the whole case at  
https://www.courtlistener.com/opinion/1991430/jackson-v-easter-mich-univ-foundation/

I started this battle before I returned to Panama and this decision was handed down after I was here. A small victory for transparency, but the alma mater was looted and some years later the Republicans decided that the freedom of information and open meetings laws should not apply to public universities because that would violate university autonomy and academic freedom. Did they use the Rector Magnifico as their international consultant for that?

Anyway, one of the reasons why I want to be chair of Democrats Abroad Panama is to have a voice, small as it might be, at the upper levels of DA. In these days of vote suppression there needs to be a strong defense of the voting rights of Americans living abroad. Really, the Democratic Party as a whole would do well to take on many of the attributes of a civil rights movement in the face of the challenges now posed for us. But DA counsel's job description is that of a party boss, with no directions on what principles or laws to use as guidance, and has zero to do with the defense of overseas voters. That needs to change, both in that particular job description and by DA setting up a team to defend voting rights.

And transparency in DA? Secret meetings, isolated little echo chambers that pass for leadership, high school in crowd games -- those things should not happen in Democrats Abroad but too often they do. I was particularly annoyed that, starting in August of 2015, I kept asking for the date when voting would start for the 2016 Democrats Abroad Primary, was told that it was some committee's job to put out that announcement, and THEN here in Panama we received notice of early voting 12 days AFTER it had started, when I am told that in Paris they were told BEFORE it started.The disparate notification -- LACK OF TRANSPARENCY -- likely gave Europe more convention delegates at the expense of the Americas and Asia-Pacific regions. We need a chair to take some principled stands about transparency within the Democratic Party, including DA at all levels.


